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Postcards
from Beirut
Lebanese indie-folk outfit Postcards are recording their debut
album. Will it bring them the international attention they deserve?

D

eep within
Beirut’s Bourj
Hammoud,
somewhere off
the Dora Highway
above a branch of
the Middle East
& Africa Bank, the Lebanese
indie-folk band Postcards are
recording their debut album.
With them is producer and
sound engineer Fadi Tabbal, a
musical connoisseur who has
helped guide the band over the
past few years. Together they are
embracing a wider spectrum of
pop sounds and a less obvious
folk feel as they lay down an

album that could propel them to
international attention.
Darlings of the Beirut
indie scene, the Lebanese
four-piece have been mixing
indie-folk and dream pop
with charismatic style for the
past four years, releasing two
previous EPs – Lakehouse
and What Lies So Still – and
making a name for themselves
with a captivating blend of
harmony and nostalgia. Now
they are upping the ante,
recording the new album and
gigging extensively, with tours
of Portugal and northern Italy
planned for October.

“We’ve been working on this
album since before we released
our second EP,” says drummer
Pascal Semerdjian during a
break in recording, “so it’s
been a long time coming, with
some songs taking months,
some hours. It derives from
the sounds of What Lies So
Still, but it’s more songwriter
oriented, with wider sounds and
less of an obvious folk feel.
“To get where we’re at right
now was a bit difficult musically,”
he adds. “The first EP we
released was basically five of the
first six songs we ever wrote and
you can sort of feel that when

you listen to it. What Lies So
Still was more elaborate as we
went deeper into music, folk
and our band. After that we felt
we were stuck, both musically
and lyrically, and we put a lot of
pressure on ourselves to write
new songs that pushed us more.
We’re happy now to be back
on track and have a productive
formula and consistent
songwriting.”
That songwriting is led
by lead singer and multiinstrumentalist Julia Sabra,
who first met Marwan
Tohme (guitars and vocals),
Semerdjian (drums, harmonica

and vocals) and Rany Bechara
(bass, keyboard and vocals)
during the summer of 2012. A
ukulele, mandolin and guitar
player, it is Sabra’s frequently
mesmerising vocals that power
Postcards’ dreamlike sound.
“We met Julia through mutual
friends who invited her along to
our camping trip, knowing we
would get along,” remembers
Semerdjian, a cousin of Tohme.
“It was one of those camps
where you would drink until
six, get up at seven, leave at
eight and sleep the whole day
at home. We sang all night
long and a week after that we
got together to form the band.
It just clicked. Rany is an old
school friend and we had played
in cover bands with him at
school, so it was only natural
that we’d ask him to be the
bassist for Postcards.
“Usually it’s either Julia
who comes up with some basic
chords, melodies and lyrics, or
one of the guys comes up with a
guitar lick, a chord progression,
a short draft. With the upcoming
album we started a shared files
system online, so whenever any
one of us has a draft or an idea
they upload it, then we try stuff
together and record demos.
We’re all involved musically, but
Julia’s the main songwriter.”
The band’s influences are
often easy to spot – the Fleet
Foxes, Beach House, even
English singer-songwriter
Vashti Bunyan – while their
music embraces the themes that
encapsulate folk – an earthy
wilderness, love, loss, sadness
and the frailties of the human
condition. The song Walls, for
example, featured on What Lies
So Still, wallows in the beauty of
penniless dreams, just as Where
The Wild Ones revels in restless
souls and flowing rivers in all its
anthemic splendour.
Yet indie-folkers are a rarity in
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“The music
industry
is no
romantic
story and
we still
have a long
way to go”

the Middle East. Dream poppers
too. What’s more, there are no
discernible elements of Middle
Eastern music in Postcards’
sound, nor are there likely to
be any in the future. For a band
from Lebanon, should this be
viewed as odd? Why perform
music inspired by American and
English folk?
“Because those are the sounds
that we love and relate to,” says
Semerdjian. “We personally find
a lot of similarities between the
personalities of the artists we
like (what we can get from it)
and ours.”
Produced at Tunefork Studios
with Tabbal, whether the album
will propel the as-yet-unsigned
band towards the regional and
global attention they deserve,
only time will tell. Yet although

managed by Beirut Jam
Sessions, they remain an indie
band through and through.
“The music industry is no
romantic story and we still
have a long way to go,” admits
Semerdjian. “Financially, it’s
still a struggle obviously, but
we’re managing well. We invest
a lot in the band and we know
it’s gonna be a while before we

can actually start living off it,
but we’re taking the risk.”
Is it a struggle to be musicians
in Beirut?
“Well, yes and no. Yes because
being a musician is a struggle
everywhere. It’s emotionally and
financially tiring. No because the
scene in Lebanon is pretty small,
so ‘making it’ in Beirut (whatever
that means) is fairly easy. We’re
also not full-time musicians yet,
so we still have day jobs on the
side that we love.
“Making music is what we’ve
always been dreaming of and
seeing it become a reality is very
addictive. We didn’t grow up
in a country where we thought
that it was a life option. We
played music to imitate our
musical heroes. Now we can’t see
ourselves doing something else
in the near future. Everything
revolves around the band. It’s
purely for the love of writing,
recording and performing,
the whole process of music is
exhilarating.”

